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POSITION DETAILS: 

Position Title: Phoenix Software Ltd – Azure Specialist  
 

Reports to: Phoenix Cloud Solutions Manager  

Division: Phoenix  

Department: Sales 

Grade:  
 

JOB PURPOSE 

 Responsible for delivering and supporting the alignment of Phoenix’s Azure strategy to customer 
and Microsoft priorities across our Sales Divisions (Public Sector, Education, Housing & Charity) 

 Required to take an agile approach to tailor the conversation to meet the audience requirements 
and be confident presenting the Azure technology vision for Phoenix, strategic partners and the 
customer 

 Comfortable holding conversations around topics including Azure and able to discuss Modern 
Workplace content at a basic level   

 Excellent knowledge of respective Microsoft portfolio options; and at a Technology level around, 
Cloud, migration and upgrade strategies, support and managed services 

 Responsible for delivering customer facing Azure related pre-sales and ongoing customer 
relationship when required based on project requirements    

 Comfortable working in an energetic, high growth environment with a flexible and agile approach to 
emerging customer and vendor requirements  

 Accustomed to working to targets and deadlines 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:  

Business Unit Operations Management 
 Support the implementation of the Phoenix Azure strategy for success in FY20 and beyond 
 Work collaboratively with the Divisional Leaders (Public Sector, Education, Housing & Charity, SAM, 

etc) to share our Microsoft Azure Solutions strategy, GTM and take feedback  
 Promote at all times our Key Values (Altron & Phoenix shared values) 
 Work with new and existing accounts to generate Solutions, Licensing and Managed Service 

opportunities 
 Support the Sales Teams throughout the sales cycle from initial qualification, working with the Bids 

and overlay teams and technical consultants to achieve a positive impact on a customer/ prospect 
 Influence the sales process by being a secondary contributor to the RFI/RFP’s and Framework 

decisions for Azure technology 
 Attend face to face customer meetings and conference calls to scope and qualify and nurture the 

opportunities with Phoenix account managers and strategic partners 
 Excite and enthuse our sales staff with our ability to help them significantly sell more with 

Microsoft and Microsoft Azure portfolio  
 Work with Sales Divisions and Consultancy to ensure successful assessments, proof of concepts, 

projects and managed services, connecting to tangible business outcome and profitability  
 Work with Sales Divisions to ensure the sales pipeline for the Cloud Solutions, Azure projects are 

accurately reflected in D365  
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 Drive the Sales & Marketing function by delivering pertinent POD’s and in-person events, 
delivering topical industry and technical focussed webinars and participating in market events with 
named vendors 

CORE RESPONSIBILITIES: 
Operations Management and Planning 

 Support the development of specific Azure strategies with Phoenix Sales Divisions, Microsoft 
business leads and maximise the support and service we can obtain from them (including Project 
Funding, Marketing budgets, Training etc) 

 Deliver Phoenix’ sector specific Azure to new and existing customers in the format of Phoenix’ 
Azure pre-sales offerings  

 Provide feedback on customer challenges to ensure Phoenix’ continually evolve and adapt to the 
business requirements of the Public Sector and ensure Phoenix’ stay relevant 

 Collaborate with Phoenix’ sales teams to deliver best outcome for our customers and Phoenix’ 
profitability  

Staff Leadership and Management Qualities 
 Minimum of 5 years Sales experience in Microsoft Solutions / sales role. 
 
 Detailed understanding of the Microsoft portfolio and their offerings, and excellent relations with 

their account teams 
 

 Excellent rapport building skills and First-rate organisational skills 
 

 Excellent communication skills to include presentation skills both face to face and virtually 
 

 Clear understanding of Microsoft and partner strategies to achieve Digital Transformation where 
required 

 
 Technical ability to prepare demonstrations using relevant tools and customise reports where 

required for ‘High impact’  

 A flexible approach to the working day that will inevitably include nights away from home and 
travel when required to attend vendor and client sites  
 

 Driven to creating measurable value for Phoenix Software Ltd and its customers 

 Effective time management skills with the ability to plan ahead 

 Demonstrate and build confidence/credibility with strategic vendors with a partnership focus 

 Ability to work under own initiative 

 Enthusiastic, Team player and always exudes confidence  

 Presentable and articulate and personable 

 Ability to prioritise work under pressure and use initiative to ensure that deadlines are met 
 
 Methodical and organised with attention to detail 
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 Can see big picture and think creatively 

 Encourage knowledge transfer and engender sense of community amongst Phoenix Modern 
Workplace Specialists, harnessing skills and knowledge within the business to constantly improve 
Phoenix’ Azure services  

 
 
QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE, & SKILLS:  
Educational Qualifications: 
 NA 

Professional Qualifications 

 NA 
Years of Experience 

 5+ years of progressive, professional Microsoft sales and solutions experience   
 
COMPETENCIES 

Deliver on Business Operational Needs 
 Taking ownership and accountability for delivering the right results in the right way and improving 

individual, team contribution.  
 Setting high goals for personal and group accomplishments; using measurement methods to 

monitor progress towards goal attainment; tenaciously working to meet or exceed those goals 
while deriving satisfaction from the process of goal achievement and continuous improvement.  

Behaviours Required: 
 Hold Each other Accountable: Holds self and department accountable for setting and meeting 

organisational goals  
 Social Tough Decision-Making: Has the confidence and ability to take timely and appropriate 

decisions to further business objectives. It includes investing a level of effort which is appropriate to 
the decision in hand and ranges from taking routine decisions promptly to making decisions which 
may be risky or unpopular and requires the use of judgment. 

 Develop and set company goals: Establishes high goals for personal accomplishment; meets or 
exceeds those goals; conveys a sense of urgency and drives issues to closure.  

 Decisiveness and Straight Talk 
 Prioritization & Orchestration (across business areas): Displays the quality of insight – being 

able to visualize what should be done to achieve goals and create a successful future. Always keep 
in mind consequences of a choice for all the affected parties. 

 Collaboration with others: Work with others to exercise judgement around opportunities that 
represent the most potential for innovation and return on investment. 

 

  
 
VERSION CONTROL:   
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